ATHENS, GREECE

ATHENS

THE CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION
Athens is one of the oldest named cities in the world, having been
continually inhabited for at least 3.000 years.
Birthplace of Philosophy, democracy and drama, the city of Athens is
not only an open air museum of world class cultural heritage attractions
but also a contemporary metropolis with an urban personality.
With equal measures of simplicity and grace, Athens merges the past
with the present in the most delicate way.

WELCOME
TO YOUR HOME
AWAY FROM HOME
Fusing contemporary luxury with imitable elegance,
Divani Caravel is a stunning hotel located in one of the
city’s most vibrant neighborhoods.
Combining upscale style with elegant city living,
our stylish décor, excellent facilities and fantastic service
create a first-class experience and the perfect home
away from home.
Located just minutes away from constitution square, just
a short walk from fashionable Kolonaki with its boutiques
and famous cafés and restaurants as well as all the major
cultural points, the hotel is the ideal base from which to
visit the key attractions of this beautiful historic city.

EXPLORE
THE ROOTS
OF GREEK
HOSPITALITY
Immerse yourself in spacious and contemporary guestrooms,
designed to offer you a unique blend of comfort and style
with modernised touches.

MODERN DESIGN
& TIMELESS LUXURY
Our 427 beautifully designed accommodation rooms combine luxurious elements with intelligent
design and superb technology to make your stay one to remember.

EXPERIENCE
THE “SUITE” LIFE
The 44 suites are the epitome of refined luxury,
combining modern design with classical elements and
sweeping views of the city skyline.
Our suites have proudly served as a home away from home,
for royalty, world leaders, and numerous celebrities.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITES
Divani Caravel is home to 2 legendary Presidential Suites.
These Superb suites have panoramic views of the city of Athens. With sublime style, impressive furnishings,
multiple bedrooms and luxurious space guests are spoiled for choice.

URBAN
REFUGE
On the 9th floor of our hotel guests will find
the oasis of the Peak Health Club & SPA.
We have designed an urban refuge, transporting
guests far away from the stress of the city.
One simply needs to walk through the door
to discover a soothing heaven where
he will be refreshed and revitalized.

AN OASIS
OF RELAXATION
The Peak Health Club & SPA is home to three private treatment rooms, including
one room for two, decorated in relaxing colors with peaceful music and scented candles.
Offering a treatment menu with more than 30 remedies including signature services that allow
guests to experience one of a kind face & body therapies.
The Peak Health Club & SPA offers a state of the art fitness center with the latest Technogym
cardiovascular equipment and it also boasts fantastic views of Athens to make ones workout
more enjoyable and take their mind of the task at hand.

EXPLORING
THE TASTE
OF ATHENS
For a rare combination of traditional Greek tastes
and inventive cuisine, tempting cocktails and chic
surroundings, guests can choose a signature dining
experience at JuJu Bar Restaurant, where a vibrant
menu and atmposhere create memorable moments,
or for all day dining guests can enjoy Fyllopolis All Day
Restaurant and our day’s special dish.

FYLLOPOLIS
ALL DAY RESTAURANT
Fyllopolis is a compound word. The first half “FYLLO” means leaf in Greek
and “POLIS” means city. Welcome to our urban jungle!
Discover Fyllopolis Café and Restaurant, one of the most popular and busy
meeting points in Athens. Apart from a rich choice of refreshments guests
will also find an impressive menu with modern flavours that will satisfy
even the most demanding pallet!

THEA POOL
RESTAURANT
Experience the most cosmopolitan side of Athens, while enjoying
your lunch or dinner at our brand new Thea Pool Bar & Restaurant.
Here guests will find an exquisite menu of fresh cuisine including
local tastes, gourmet salads and sandwiches,
and refreshing cocktails paired with stunning pool and city views.
The breathtaking sunset over the Acropolis
is a not to be missed moment!

FINE DINING WITH
A CINEMATIC TWIST

As the beating heart of the hotel, JuJu Bar & Restaurant offers
a seductive mix of contemporary music, delicious dishes and
bespoke cocktails.
Literally meaning “a spell for good luck”, JuJu Bar & Restaurant
promises divine culinary experience and lavish entertainment,
in a magical world, where reality and dreams come together.
The unique character of the place and the cinematic concept,
based on Federico Fellini’s 8½, stand out as soon as you step in.
Art themes inspired by the movie and especially created for the
venue decor.

THE IDEAL VENUE
FOR YOUR
EVERY EVENT
Divani Caravel offers unparallel business & Meeting services.
With 4.000 sq.m. of fully renovated meeting space,
and a team of dedicated staff that will help execute
the perfect event we guarantee the success
of your event regardless the number of guests.

AN EXPERIENCE
TO REMEMBER

Memorable occasions are our specialty.
With a dedicated event team, talented catering
and luxurious venue spaces Divani Caravel
offers a most unforgettable wedding and event
experience.
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